Pitch division lithography (PDL) with a photobase generator (PBG) allows printing of grating images with twice the pitch of a mask. The proof-of-concept has been published in the previous paper [1, 2] and demonstrated by others [1] . Forty five nm half-pitch (HP) patterns were produced using a 90nm HP mask, but the image had line edge roughness (LER) that does not meet requirements. Efforts have been made to understand and improve the LER in this process. Challenges were summarized toward low LER and good performing pitch division. Simulations and analysis showed the necessity for an optical image that is uniform in the z direction in order for pitch division to be successful. Two-stage PBGs were designed for enhancement of resist chemical contrast. New pitch division resists with polymer-bound PAGs and PBGs, and various PBGs were tested. This paper focuses on analysis of the LER problems and efforts to improve patterning performance in pitch division lithography.
Introduction
Delays in readiness of EUV lithography force the semiconductor industry to explore new technologies based on the existing methods to enable the patterning at 32 nm and 22 nm nodes. An economic and efficient way to assist the current lithographic methods to achieve higher resolution than the theoretical limit is highly demanded. Double patterning lithography (DPL) and self-aligned double patterning (SADP), two resolution enhancement techniques, show great promise as approaches to accessing the small features required for next generation microprocessors. Unfortunately, both techniques require extra processing steps, which increase the cost-of-ownership (CoO). We hope to develop a technique that would provide access to the 22 nm and 16 nm nodes, which does not require extra processing steps or new capital equipment. A material based pitch division lithography proposed by our group in 2009 [2] would fulfill that goal. The pitch division technique requires only a single exposure to create pitch divided patterns without extra processing steps.
The only difference between this approach and the conventional lithography is that the resist formulation manifests a dual-tone behavior instead of just a positive tone or a negative tone response. The dual-tone is achieved by including both a photoacid generator (PAG) and a photobase generator (PBG) into the resist polymer formulation. The details of this concept are described in the early papers [2, 3] .
The PBG generates a base upon UV irradiation just like PAG generates acid. In the resist matrix, base molecules and acid molecules react with each other and are neutralized, resulting in a net mount of acid or base and a corresponding salt.
The salt is considered to be inert. In the case of slower base generation rate (k b < k a ) and higher PBG loading, the net amount of acid produced as a function of exposure dose is parabola like in form. These particular acid generations kinetics can produce a dual tone response. In order to successfully capture the dual tone response, the image contrast needs to be higher than the E-factor which was defined in the previous paper [3] as (E n -E 0 ) / (E n + E 0 ).
Pitch divided line and space (L/S) patterns have been achieved by this approach on an ArF scanner (NA = 0.85). The following SEM images show the pitch divided gratings printed with a commercial resist blended with a photobase generator. As can be seen, pitch division is achieved at different pitch sizes down to 45 nm HP. This is a process latitude factor (k 1 ) of 0.20, which is smaller than the theoretical limit of 0.25. If this approach could be made to work at a manufacturing level, the capability of the current lithographic process could be extended without increasing the production cost. However, severe line edge roughness (LER) was observed with the dual-tone resist across the entire exposed field. There is bridging and footing in the trenches as well. The patterning performance is not satisfactory as the LER clearly exceeds the ITRS tolerance (3σ < 8% CD) [4] . The continuing research efforts have been focused on reducing the LER and enlarging the lithographic process window for pitch division. Solving these issues requires a good understanding of the PD process and how its patterning performance is related to the processing parameters and the photo responses. The patterning performance is directly determined by the optical image contrast and the dissolution contrast of the resin at the both dose thresholds. However, this is different from the conventional resist case in various ways. First, the line edges are defined by the top and bottom regions of the sinusoidal image as opposed to the center region where the image slope is the highest for the conventional resist. Secondly, the net acid generation for the dual-tone resist is a parabola like function rather than the conventional first order exponential decay. Last but not least, defocusing in the resist affects two tones simultaneously and more effectively than it does in a conventional resist. We postulate that it is these unique behaviors of the dual tone resist that are responsible for the poor LER. There are three major challenges associated with these unique behaviors, which need to be addressed to achieve pitch division with low LER. Those challenges are listed below. Simulations and experiments were designed and performed to provide guidance for addressing these challenges. The results will be described in this paper.
Z-directional Non-uniform Image-in-resist
At high numerical aperture (NA) lithography, the relative amount of TE versus TM polarization increases as the diffraction angle goes higher, degrading the image quality [5] . Multi-layer BARC has been proven to further reduce the substrate reflectance and thereby improve the image quality, but this is not within the scope of this paper. We explore the capability of this pitch division resist based only on a typical single-layer BARC.
A single-layer BARC has been used in the photolithography process for years to reduce substrate reflectance. Even though some trace amount of substrate reflectance is inevitable with single-layer BARCs, the resulting standing wave and swing curve do not affect the imaging of conventional resist greatly but can cause trouble in imaging the dual-tone resist. Simulations were performed to demonstrate this point and are described below.
The resist profiles after development were simulated for a given image-in-resist for both positive resist and dual-tone resist. The simulation strategy is to keep as many processing parameters constant as possible for both positive and dual-tone resists, except the following: acid generation kinetics, incident exposure dose and PEB temperature. It is obvious that the acid generation kinetics is different as in the dual-tone resist it is net acid that is important and this involves an additional base generation process. The incident exposure dose was varied to target a 1:1 L/S and is the sole variable in the single-tone simulation. The dual-tone imaging involves two sets of line widths, which cannot be tuned independently through any processing variable. Thus, both the incident exposure dose and the PEB temperature were used to adjust the positive and negative line widths to achieve a 1:1 L/S ratio. The simulation for positive tone resist followed a single run PROLITH simulation routine with a dose-to-size iteration whereas that for the dual-tone case was performed with a customized MATLAB code. The code was developed based on the prototype modeling code described in this paper [6] . The code makes use of MATLAB-PROLITH programming interface (PPI) to realize output of image-in-resist, execution of customized acid generation, input of acid image into PROLITH, and simulation of the final resist profile. The code is also able to analyze the dual-tone resist profile, generating CDs for both positive and negative lines. The CD error was fed back to the commander and another simulation run was made with a different combination of exposure dose and PEB temperature until the target 1:1 L/S is reached. Figure 2 . It can be seen from the input image-in-resist that there exists a low extent of standing wave and certain absorbance. The resulting resist profile for the positive tone is still quite acceptable. The side wall angle is slightly reduced due to the absorbance but the pattern is satisfactory for the next etching step. Yet, the patterning of dual-tone resists is different. The cross-section profile is defined by the high intensity and low intensity region in the image-in-resist. Standing waves have the greatest effect on the high intensity end. This can also be seen in the stacked intensity profiles shown in Figure 3 . There is greater intensity variation near the intensity peak, directly leading to a poor CDU in both the XY direction and Z direction. The simulated pitch division profile is shown in Figure 4 . As can be seen, the negative tone lines undercut, reproducing the shape of the high intensity portion of the image-in-resist, whose shape is largely determined by the absorption. It is necessary to mention that the negative lines are more sensitive to perturbation than the positive lines as observed from simulation results. The bottom of the negative lines tends to disappear, resulting in peeling off or "adhesion loss" of the negative lines. This greatly reduces the exposure latitude for the negative images. If there is a BARC thickness error, the standing wave issue becomes even worse as seen in Figure 5 . The positive resist is still able to resolve the image and produce a fair pattern profile. However, when this image-in-resist is applied to a dual-tone resist, the simulation shows a poor negative tone profile due to the standing wave. The "neck" in the negative line is produced by the minimal intensity node of the standing wave, as illustrated in Figure 6 . This portion of the resist pattern is very weak and tends to mechanically break during the development process. The SEM image (Figure 7) illustrates an example, showing failure of all the negative lines. Those negative tone lines are still insoluble but unable to survive the development process. They break off due to the extremely thin bottom cross section. Some residue of the failed negative lines can still be observed in the trenches. The implication of these observations and the analysis is that in order to solve the poor negative tone performance the standing wave and the absorption needs to be reduced. We must maximize z-directional uniformity in the image-in-resist.
One way to achieve this is to reduce the resist film thickness. Thinner resist films result in lower total film absorbance, which will improve the side wall angle. Also, when the resist layer is thinner than the standing wave, only part of the wave influences the standing wave. Figure 8 shows the PROLITH simulation of image-in-resist with varying the resist film thickness. Assuming the optical focus is on the resist surface, the uniformity of the image-in-resist improves as the resist thickness is decreased. The stacked intensity profiles are also plotted and show a much smaller variation at the high intensity region of the optical image, thereby improving LER in the negative tone lines. The resist profile was simulated with a 50 nm thin resist film by PROLITH using the same PPI code. The side wall angles for both positive and negative lines are greatly improved as shown in Figure 8 . Hence, the process window for pitch division is enlarged accordingly and can be further improved in conjunction with the methods described in the next section. There are several concerns about the thin resist film. These include acid loss through the resist surface and changes in resist physical properties [7] . These concerns will be considered during the lithographic evaluation with thin resist films (~ 50 nm) that will be carried out in the future.
Improve Chemical Contrast
The chemical contrast in the resist greatly affects line edge roughness. The chemical contrast is solely the acid gradient in the scope of this paper. Compared to conventional ArF resists, the PBG based dual-tone resists have lower chemical contrasts mainly because the base generation slows down and ultimately shuts off the net acid production. If one ignores the optical image contrast and merely considers the dose dependent acid generation slope at the thresholds, it is clear that the acid generation slope in a conventional resist can be expressed as equation (1), whereas for the PDL resist, equation (2) adds a base generation term, which is in negative value, degrading the acid generation slope. Figure 9 illustrates the higher acid generation slop from the conventional acid generation. There is no chemical analog of photochemical base generation of the sort described above in the existing literature, but this sort of kinetic function can be achieved if there is a slow increase in base concentration at the beginning of the exposure followed by a rapid increase in rate with conversion. Kinetics of this sort can be realized by a series reaction shown below.
Here, the base generation is executed in a linked, two-stage reaction. The photobase generation is plotted in Figure 10 (b).
It can be seen that the base generation accelerates in the beginning stage of the reaction. To fully utilize this portion of the base generation curve, the PBG loading needs to be higher than the PAG loading. The resulting net acid generation can then be compared to that from the regular PBG, shown in Figure 10 With the guidance from the above analysis, three types of two-stage PBG were designed. Figure 11 shows examples from each category. The first category is a difunctional photolabile base generator. The latent PBG is an amine protected by two photolabile functional groups. The possible photolabile groups include the o-nitrobenzyl carbamoyl group, toluenesulfonyl group and nitroso group. In these systems, it takes two consecutive photo-cleavage reactions to release the amine. The second category is based on the PBGs with protected photosensitizers, e.g. benzophenone and tetramethoxy benzoin. Upon irradiation, the first photochemical cleaves the protecting group (phenyl acetyl), which releases a triplet photosensitizer for the reaction that produces an amine. The third category involves PBGs with latent aromatic rings. A PBG of this sort undergoes a Norrish type II cleavage of the protecting group with the first photon, producing an aromatic ring. The substance, thereby, becomes more absorbing at 193 nm, which enables the base generation by the second photochemical process. We have very recently completed the synthesis of some of these target two-stage PBGs. Synthesis strategies and photophysical studies will be reported in future papers.
Diffusion of Acid and Base
Diffusion of photo acid has been indicated as a cause for LER in ArF and KrF resists and has been extensively studied in the lithography field [8] [9] [10] [11] . In the early stage of our study, acid and base diffusion was thought to be one of the major contributers to the LER observed with the 45 nm HP PD patterns and might be also the limiting factor preventing this PD approach from achieving smaller features. We therefore set out to limit the acid and base diffusion by covalently attaching the PAG and PBG to the resist polymer backbone. This approach to controlling mass transport has been used by many others [12] [13] [14] . Our purpose was to compare the non-bound and bound cases and verify whether the major source of the observed LER is diffusion of acid and base. In a separate paper , the synthesis and characterization of polymer bound PAGs and PBGs is described in detail. The structures of these polymers are shown in Figure 12 . The polymer bound PAG, in particular, might be much less sensitive than non-bound PAG. The corresponding photo acid is bound to the backbone. During PEB, the bound acid would affect less area and catalyze less number of deprotection reactions. This is indeed what we observed with polymer bound PAG in the contrast curve measurement. Figure 13 (a) shows a contrast curve with the polymer bound PAG. When the two dose thresholds are getting closer through formulation optimization, at some level the soluble film in the medium dose region eventually becomes partially insoluble as indicated by the undissolved film in the medium dose region.
Under the same condition with non-bound PAG, the resist film exposed with medium dose is still soluble. Hence, the polymer bound PAG was not further investigated but the polymer bound PBG was studied and compared to the non-bound case.
To study the effect of attaching PBG to the polymer backbone, two resist formulations were prepared in the way that the only difference between the two is intended to be whether PBG is bound to polymer backbone. However, the composition of GBLMA and MAdMA in the polymer bound PBG might not be exactly the same as those in the non-bound resin. Also, incorporation of PBG monomer into the polymer backbone might change the dissolution properties of the resin. Thus, the loadings of each component were slightly adjusted to produce similar E-factors as the goal. Figure 14 . Although microbridging is severe in both cases, pitch division was observed as indicated by the 150 nm pitch size, which is half of that on the mask. Clearly, the polymer bound PBG provides a wider exposure latitude (~10%) for producing a pitch division pattern, as indicated by the box in Figure 14 . Under these conditions, the non-bound PBG formulation barely produces pitch division. We are assuming the unreacted PBG and released base on the polymer backbone do not enhance the dissolution contrast of the resist polymer. This is an assumption that needs to be verified in the future, but limiting base diffusion is clearly while advantageous to some extent, it is not the cure for the LER problem. 
Conclusions and Future Work
We reported a pitch division technique that makes use of a photobase generator enabled dual-tone resist to extend the resolution capability of the current lithographic method with no additional cost. More patterning results using a commercial scanner were shown in this paper. Pitch division was successfully achieved at various pitch sizes with a NA of 0.85 and a k 1 of 0.20 was obtained. However, poor line edge roughness is still a challenge and takes the form of microbridging and footing. Efforts have been focused on understanding and improving LER.
Three major contributors to the LER were identified and appropriate solutions were proposed. Firstly, PDL requires an optical image in resist that is uniform in the z direction to ensure straight side walls for both positive and negative tone lines. A thinner resist layer and very tight control of the BARC thickness were proposed to achieve z-uniformity through minimizing both standing waves and total film absorbance. Secondly, the chemical contrast being degraded by addition of PBG; the dual-tone resist possesses lower chemical contrast than conventional resists. Two-stage PBGs were proposed to improve the chemical contrast for dual-tone resists at both positive and negative tone ends. The synthesis of two-stage PBGs is ongoing and will be presented in the future. Thirdly, diffusion of acid and base might be responsible for the LER in the dual-tone resist. Limiting diffusion by attaching the photoacid and photobase generating groups to polymer backbones was achieved. The pattern quality was not improved as much as expected, but through limiting the base diffusion, a larger exposure latitude for pitch division was observed. Currently, lithographic evaluations of pitch division formulations are in progress under the guidance of the analysis described in this paper. Efforts are also focused on the synthesis and characterization of two-stage PBGs and their associated photophysical measurements.
